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Abstract—Machine learning has recently drawn a lot of atten-
tion for a variety of applications, thanks to its good performance
in identification, recognition, and regression problems. One such
important application is vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication
propagation channels research. In this article, the challenges
and opportunities of machine learning-based data processing
techniques for evaluation of V2V channel measurements are
presented. This paper reviews some state-of-the-art applications
including identification of channel line-of-sight situations, track-
ing of multipath components (MPCs), and MPC clustering.
The data obtained with these methods form, inter alia, the
basis for accurate channel models. Furthermore, some challenges
of machine learning-based data processing for V2V channel
research are discussed as basis for future studies.

Index Terms—Vehicle to vehicle communications, channel
modeling, machine learning, identification, clustering, tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Improving safety and efficiency of vehicle traffic is one of
the main challenges of modern life. One of the most promising
approaches to achieve this is coordination between vehicles.
This would allow introduction of some new features, including
i) active safety applications, e.g., emergency braking and intel-
ligent actuators for seat belts and airbags, ii) intelligent traffic
control applications, e.g., hazardous location notification and
congestion/construction sites notification. In order to realize
all of these applications, efficient and reliable communications
between the vehicles are necessary. For this reason, vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) communications have become a major research
topic over the past decade.

A number of different standards have been developed for
V2V communications, which mainly include: i) common local
area networks like IEEE 802.11a/b/g, which are based on the
transport protocol stack (TCP) and Internet protocol (IP), ii)
specific V2V network like IEEE 802.11p, and iii) general
cellular networks based on 4G/5G communication systems
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Fig. 1. Illustrations of general procedures of channel modeling.

[1]. However, irrespective of the particular protocols, the
performance of V2V communications fundamentally depends
on the propagation channels they are operating in. Further-
more, the channels also determine the performance bounds
of any system, including future developments such as 5.5G.
The development and analysis of V2V systems thus requires
suitable channel models.

The V2V communication channels are generally time-
varying, and even non-stationary, due to the dynamic envi-
ronments they operate in. Modeling such channels requires
understanding of the physical environment and the evolu-
tion of the channels. Creation of models requires both the
development of generic models, and the parameterization of
those models for different classes of environments (e.g., urban
street canyons, rural, etc.). Current generic V2V channel
models can be categorized into stochastic models, determin-
istic models, and geometry-based stochastic channel models
(GSCMs). Stochastic channel models analyze and model cer-
tain statistical channel parameters, e.g., the average power and
fading distribution of power arriving within a particular delay
range. Deterministic models compute the specific propagation
characteristics in a certain environment following electromag-
netic (EM) wave theory. Finally, GSCMs prescribe certain
parameters like scatterer locations stochastically, and obtain
arriving signal characteristics using simplified EM theory.

The parameterization of the channel model should then
occur from measurements, in order to provide realistic, real-
world results. Thus, as shown in Fig. 1, the main proce-
dures of channel modeling include i) Data collection and
extraction: collect the data from the channel measurement
campaigns and extract multipath component (MPC) param-
eters, e.g., through high-resolution parameter estimation; ii)
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Data-processing: process the MPCs and their parameters for
further modeling, which includes multiple sub-procedures such
as line-of-sight/non-line-of-sight (LOS/NLOS) identification,
MPC clustering, MPC tracking, and cluster parameter mod-
eling; iii) Modeling and evaluation: model the channel and
create channel realizations from the model, for the purpose of
system simulations. The accuracy of the proposed models can
be assessed by comparing the channel characteristics obtained
from the model with those from different measurements.

Obviously, more detailed MPC parameters can help to
characterize the channels more accurately; meanwhile, more
wideband channels (as those used for 5G) require high sam-
pling rate, and measuring time-varying channels needs many
measurements over time to capture the evolution of channels.
For these reasons, V2V channel measurements collect very
large amounts of data. However, this massive amount of
data brings difficulties in processing. For example, it has
been shown that the propagation channel shows significantly
different characteristics depending on the existence of a LOS,
which is usually identified by human inspection or a parameter
thresholding. However, it is hard and/or inaccurate to use these
approaches for massive data. Similarly, human inspection has
also been used for clustering, yet is inapplicable for large
sets of data. Considering these limitations, more intelligent
automated data processing techniques are required to improve
efficiency and accuracy.

Machine learning has made obvious progress in recent
years. As early as 1959, A. Samuel defined machine learning
as “field of study that gives computers the ability to learn
without being explicitly programmed” [2]. By now, machine
learning has become a powerful tool for many applications of
data processing, due to its great advantage for classification,
recognition, and prediction tasks. Motivated by this, machine
learning-based data processing for channel modeling is viewed
as a promising solution for the data processing step of channel
modeling. In this paper, we investigate three key applications
of machine learning-based data processing for V2V channel
research: LOS/NLOS identification, MPC tracking, and MPC
clustering, which are red-colored in Fig. 1, and discuss the
further development of these approaches.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce the LOS/NLOS identification process,
and present several typical machine learning-based identifi-
cation techniques. Section III presents widely used machine
learning-based tracking algorithms for MPCs and analyzes the
potential development of tracking algorithms for V2V channel
modeling and other applications. Then, the clustering solutions
for channel modeling are discussed in Section IV, including
the common approaches and evolution for MPC clustering
techniques. Section V discusses some future challenges and
open issues for machine learning-based data processing for
V2V channel modeling. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section VI.

II. LOS/NLOS IDENTIFICATION

Intelligent identification of LOS and NLOS scenarios has
drawn a lot of attention, mainly because:
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Fig. 2. Probability distribution function (PDF) of two examples of extracted
characteristics, including kurtosis and Rician-K-factor, as measured in a
sample urban V2V environment.

i) LOS/NOS distinction helps localization of vehicles. Local-
ization is always an important problem and an essential need
for V2V communications and other applications. Localization
is often obtained by measuring the range from one node, e.g.,
the TX, to multiple RXs, and combining those ranging results
by triangulation. For range determination, a LOS situation is
beneficial since the runlength of the LOS MPC can be directly
mapped to the distance between Tx and Rx. Conversely, NLOS
signals either need to be discarded, or require a complicated
analysis about the reflection and scattering processes affecting
the MPCs. Identification of LOS/NLOS allows to determine
how to weight range measurements to different RXs when
they are combined for triangulization. Thus, an accurate and
efficient LOS/NLOS identification process can greatly improve
the performance of localization.
ii) Due to different propagation channel characteristics, the
V2V channels are usually separately modeled in LOS and N-
LOS scenarios, respectively. For static channel measurements,
the LOS and NLOS identification can be predetermined by
the specific selection of measurement locations, and human
inspection is straightforward. However, for dynamic V2V
communications channels, LOS and NLOS conditions may
occur randomly in the streets, influenced by the mobility of
the vehicles. Therefore, V2V channel measurements cannot
directly distinguish the LOS and NLOS conditions by selecting
specific measurement locations. Manually checking with video
taken during the measurements is one of the possible solu-
tions for LOS/NLOS identification, but very time-consuming.
Therefore, an intelligent automatic LOS/NLOS identification
algorithm is required for V2V channel modeling.

A number of automatic LOS/NLOS identification algo-
rithms are machine learning-based, due to the good per-
formance of the machine learning tools for classification
problems. In general, machine learning-based identification
algorithms are able to learn the difference of the channel
properties between the LOS and NLOS propagation channels
based on labeled training data, and then, provided unidentified
channel data, generate a classifier based on the learned inter-
difference. In the following, we present the most widely used
such algorithms.

Key parameters threshold-based identification: has been
widely used due to its low computational complexity. The
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TABLE I
COMMON USED CHANNEL FEATURES FOR MACHINE LEARNING-BASED LOS/NLOS IDENTIFICATION

Parameter Description
Maximum received power over delay
samples

Since the LOS MPC generally contains more power than the NLOS MPCs, the maximum received power
of each snapshot is usually referential information for distinguishing LOS/NLOS.

Kurtosis of the received power Kurtosis of the received power measures the peakedness of the probability distribution, which is defined
by the ratio between the fourth and second order moments of the received signal’s amplitude.

Skewness of the received power Skewness of the received power measures the asymmetry of the probability distribution, thus the skewness
of a Rayleigh distribution is generally larger than that of a Rician distribution.

Rising time Rising time measures the time interval between the moment receiving highest amplitude to the end of
the signal.

RMS-delay spread RMS-delay spread measures the second central moment of the power delay profile, in the current
snapshots.

Rician-K-Factor Rician-K-Factor is defined as the ratio between the power of a (possible) dominant MPC (typically the
LOS component) and the power in the remaining MPCs.

basic idea is to compute certain key channel parameters, e.g.,
Rician-K-factor, Kurtosis, or Skewness, which typically take
on different values for LOS and NLOS channels. This enables
to make a decision for LOS or NLOS depending on whether
this parameter is above or below a certain threshold; the value
of the threshold has to be obtained from training data that
are labeled by human inspection. A drawback of this method
is that for the time-varying V2V environment, the channel
properties are dynamically changing with time, which makes
it hard to determine a fixed threshold of any channel parameter
and leads to unreliable identification.

Support vector machines (SVM)-based identification:
is one of most widely used LOS/NLOS identification ap-
proaches considering the good performance of SVMs for
classification as a supervised machine learning tool [3]. The
basic idea is to build a training database from LOS and
NLOS measurement data identified by human inspection, then
use the SVM to learn the latent pattern between the LOS
and NLOS measurement data, and to generate a classifier
based on the learned characteristics. In the training phase,
the SVM projects the training data into higher dimensions
by using different kernel functions, e.g., Gaussian radial basis
function (RBF), polynomial kernel function, or sigmoid kernel
function, and seeks an optimal hyperplane to divide the LOS
and NLOS training data. It is noteworthy that to achieve a
good separability of training data, different channel features
(parameters) are usually used for building the input training
vector. In this case, how to choose trustworthy channel features
for the input training vector is crucial for the accuracy of the
LOS/NLOS identification. Commonly used channel features
for SVM-based LOS/NLOS identification are presented in
Table I.

Random forest-based identification: shows a superior
classification performance for a moderate complexity with a
relatively large feature size. It can be deployed as supervised
classification. Therefore, random forest has also been adopted
for LOS/NLOS identification and shows good classification
accuracy [4]. The basic idea is similar to SVM-based identi-
fication where the training database is built by using labeled
LOS and NLOS measurement data; then the random forest
method generates a classifier based on the learning data. The
main difference between the random forest and SVM is that
random forest contains individual decision trees for different

sets of channel features, and then the final decision is made
by synthesizing the classification results of each decision tree.
Since the random forest automatically determines the weight
of the training features based on the correlation of the features
and classes, it can incorporate a large number of features and
has good robustness. In practice, the channel features used in
the training process of a random forest are usually similar to
those of SVM-based identification (Table I).

Artificial neural network (ANN)-based identification:
As an important and widely used machine learning tool,
ANNs were developed to solve classification, recognition
and regression problems. Considering the good robustness
of learning ability and flexibility of network design, ANNs
have been used for LOS/NLOS identification in many studies
[5], [6]. Similar to other machine learning-based identification
algorithms, ANNs usually learn inter-difference between the
LOS and NLOS data, then find the mapping relationships
between the input training data (measurement data) and the
output label (LOS or NLOS label). It is noteworthy that the
performance of ANN-based LOS/NLOS identification highly
depends on the network architecture, e.g., the number of
hidden layers, and the number of nodes in each layer. These
parameters are usually empirically determined based on the
scales of the database (number of training data and number of
selected features for each training sample) and performance
validation.

At the current state of research, machine learning-based
LOS/NLOS identification solutions generally outperform the
static key parameters threshold-based identification solutions,
since the former solutions are able to distinguish the data by
considering different channel features. Most of the current
machine learning-based LOS/NLOS identification solutions
use extracted features, like the ones in Table I, as the training
input, which makes the identification accuracy sensitive to the
selection of the features. With the development of MIMO,
the angular characteristics of propagation channels can be
observed and also show noteworthy differences between the
LOS and NLOS scenarios. Consequently, for MIMO-based
V2V communications, the angular information is an important
referential feature for LOS/NLOS identification which is able
to increase the identification accuracy [7]. Fig. 2 gives the
probability distribution of two examples of channel charac-
teristics, i.e., the kurtosis and Rician-K-Factor, in Table I,
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extracted in V2V channel data measured with an 8 × 8 MIMO
system with 15 MHz bandwidth at 5.9 GHz. From Fig. 2, it
is found that there is always some overlapping area for both
two examples of channel features, which causes difficulties
to determine a threshold of any channel feature to precisely
distinguish the LOS and NLOS conditions. However, the ma-
chine learning-based approaches do not classify LOS/NLOS
on any single feature, but instead projects the data into multiple
feature-dimensions and seeks the most suitable hyperplane to
classify the LOS/NLOS situation [7].

III. MULTIPATH COMPONENT TRACKING

For V2V communications system, MPC tracking is another
important topic, mainly because: i) Modeling the time-varying
V2V communication channels requires to capture the time
evolution characteristics. To achieve this, the MPCs need to
be tracked over time.
ii) Many V2V reactive adaptation techniques are often too
slow comparing the dynamic changing of the environment.
The impact of the processing delay can be reduced by a good
prediction of channels, which is facilitated by MPC tracking.
iii) For time-varying channels, the channel properties in the
time dimension can be utilized to identify clusters. We will
discuss this in detail in Section IV.

In the past, MPC tracking has been achieved by a variety of
algorithms, which can be roughly placed into two categories:

Threshold-based MPC tracking solution: Since the chan-
nel measurement data are collected in individual snapshots, we
cannot obtain the ground truth of MPC moving trajectories.
In this case, the most intuitive solution for tracking is to
measure and compare the distance between all MPC pairs
in consecutive snapshots, where the MPC pairs with small
distance are usually considered as the same MPC moved
during the snapshots. In other words, if two MPCs obser-
vations in consecutive snapshots have the smallest relative
distance, they will be associated and become part of the
‘track” of a temporarily evolving MPC. For the threshold-
based MPC tracking algorithm, the value of the threshold and
the method used for measuring the difference between the
MPCs are crucial to the tracking performance. Based on the
propagation physics, the multipath component distance (MCD)
is proposed to measure the distance among MPCs, which
shows good accuracy [8]. To properly describe the MPCs’
behavior, e.g., birth/death, split, and merge, a threshold of
the measured distance is usually set to select the MPC sets
during the snapshot. If there are multiple MPCs with relative
distances between snapshots smaller than the threshold, all of
them will be tracked and associated [9]. The threshold-based
MPC tracking algorithm usually has a low computational
complexity, but also low accuracy.

Machine learning-based tracking solution: On the other
hand, there are many studies focusing on using machine
learning-based tracking algorithm, which can be further di-
vided into two categories:
i) Classical tracking method-based. There are multiple tracking
algorithms in the machine learning field. For tracking of
MPCs, the most widely used include Kalman filters, where

Fig. 3. Clusters identified in multiple domains [15].

the temporal evolution of each MPC is modeled as a linear
function with Gaussian noise, and the tracking results in
each snapshot are modified by considering the observed and
estimated tracking results; Particle filters, where the temporal
evolutions of multiple MPCs are modeled as a joint probability
distribution to estimate the moving positions; and Extended
Kalman filters, which are similar to Kalman filters but model
the temporal evolution of each MPC as a non-linear function.
Since the tracking performance of the these methods has
been validated in many other applications, they are promising
solutions for MPC tracking [10].
ii) Matching method-based. For the classical tracking methods,
the temporal evolution is often estimated by using recursion
functions, which causes considerable computational complex-
ity. Thus there are other studies considering the MPC tracking
in consecutive snapshots as a weighted matching problem,
and tracking the MPC by identifying the optimal matching
relationships between consecutive snapshots. For these studies,
the Hungarian method [11] and the Kuhn-Munkres method
[12] are commonly used to identify the optimal matching
relationship due to their low computational complexity.

Based on the current study, the machine learning-based
tracking performance is generally better than the simple
thresholding solutions. For example, [12] shows, based on
sythetic channel data, that the Kuhn-Munkres-based tracking
method shows distinctly superior performance compared to
distance-threshold based tracking method. Besides, [13] gives
the comparison between the different filter-based tracking.
However, it is noteworthy that various methods may perform
differently for different measurement data. Therefore, we
cannot conclude which method is absolutely best.

IV. MULTIPATH COMPONENTS CLUSTERING

MPC clustering processing has become an essential part of
V2V channel modeling, mainly due to:
i) The purpose of the channel modeling is to accurately model
the MPCs in wireless channels, meanwhile, the MPCs are
usually found to have a cluster structure, which means a certain
group of MPCs often has similar characteristics, e.g., angle,
delay, and power. In this case, instead of modeling each MPC,
modeling the clusters can significantly simplify the channel
models.
ii) Clustering results for V2V channel measurement data
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can well reflect the objects and obstacles in the physical
environment, e.g., cars, trees, and buildings. Such a mapping
can be used for a variety of purposes, including validation of
the data by cross-checking the measurement videos.

While manual clustering has been done in the past, an
intelligent clustering algorithm not only can operate on much
larger data sets, but also can identify the clusters in terms of
the MPCs’ behavior in multiple domains, e.g., angle, delay,
and time domain, which is hard to achieve by inspection.

Clustering is one of the most fundamental research areas in
machine learning, so that many MPC clustering algorithms
are machine learning-based, and show good performance.
Current MPC clustering algorithm can be divided into three
categories: Clustering based on power delay profiles (PDP):
the clusters are identified in the delay domain, especially
when the measurement bandwidth is large. In this case, the
PDP of each cluster is usually modeled as a single-sided
exponential function, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), where different
clusters have different initial delays and usually have the same
decay coefficient [14]. Clusters in the PDP have been observed
in many measurements and given rise, e.g., to the Saleh-
Valenzuela model.
Clustering based on extracted MPC: the angular information
can be observed in MIMO communication systems, providing
important referential information for clustering. Thus many
machine learning-based MPC clustering algorithms are de-
veloped by considering the relationships among MPCs in
multiple domains, usually including angle and delay domain.
To achieve this, the MPCs need to be extracted first by us-
ing high-resolution channel parameter estimation algorithms,
e.g., space-alternating generalized expectation-maximization
(SAGE) or joint maximum likelihood estimation (RiMAX),
then clustered by using different clustering methods based on

the inter-relationship between the MPCs among all domains
[15].
Clustering based on spectrum estimation result: By using
spatial filters, e.g., Bartlett beamformer or Capon beamformer,
the power angle spectrum (PAS) estimation result can be
obtained with low computation complexity, though relatively
low accuracy. The PAS can provide the angular distribution
of MPCs but without requiring high-resolution extraction of
MPC parameters. In this case, identifying clusters in the PAS is
considered as target recognition process, where the clusters are
separated from the background noise based on the distribution
of elements in the PAS [12].

In the past, the clusters has been identified using PDP [14],
using the angle-delay domain (MPCs with high-resolution
extraction) [15], as shown in Fig. 3, and using the power
spectrum [12]. In practice, the angle domain may consist of
multiple dimensions, e.g., azimuth and elevation. Based on
a recent study, evaluations based on Fourier techniques, i.e.,
PDP-based and PAS-based clustering solutions generally have
lower computational complexity, while clustering solutions
based on high-resolution estimation of the MPCs generally
have better accuracy; detailed comparison between different
clustering algorithms is given in [15].

As mentioned before, considering the time-variations of
V2V channels, the tracking results of MPCs may contribute to
the clustering process. In time-varying channels, some clusters
may be hard to identify in a single snapshot, but can be easily
identified based on the temporal evolution of the MPCs during
consecutive snapshots. Consequently time-varying characteris-
tics can be utilized for identifying the physical objects in the
environment; details are discussed in the next section.
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V. OPEN ISSUES

The challenges and open issues discussed in this section
can be considered as guidelines for developing future machine
learning-based data processing techniques for more precise
and efficient V2V communication channel modeling.

A. Intelligent scenario recognition

So far, V2V channels are usually modeled in different
representative scenarios, e.g., freeway, urban, and suburban,
which are predetermined while designing the measuremen-
t campaigns. Note that, the scenario-based channel model
is also a general model but parameterized for a particular
environment. However, simply defining the scenario by the
location of the vehicle is a rough way and brings difficulties
to characterize the channels, since even in single scenario there
are different typical aspects, e.g., traffic jam areas and truck
blocking areas, which cannot be determined in advance. In
this case, an intelligent scenario identification can provide
an accurate classification to more precisely model the V2V
channels. Work in this area might follow the LOS/NLOS
identification, since it is a fundamental scenario identification,
extended identification techniques can be developed for further
specific scenarios identification.

B. Deep learning-based clustering

The current clustering algorithms mainly identify the cluster
in each snapshot individually, where the time-varying charac-
teristics of the MPCs have not been well utilized. The reflected
signals from multiple static objects may occasionally arrive
at the receiver at a similar time and angle, making them
difficult to be distinguished and clustered, e.g., the clusters

1 and 2 reflected by the tree and the building at time 1
shown in Fig. 4. However, with the movement of the receiving
vehicle, these clusters usually have different evolution patterns
and eventually separate, as shown as the clusters 1 and 2 at
time 2 in Fig. 4. In this case, we can identify these clusters
based on their unique evolution patterns. We can then use the
identified clusters to build a training database for deep learning
networks to generate a cluster recognition network, such that,
for each individual snapshot where the evolution pattern is not
available, these clusters can be directly identified by the trained
network. For this application, deep learning-based clustering
solutions are anticipated to perform well.

C. Deep learning-based channel modeling

Most of the current channel models are developed based
on estimated channel parameters, which extract MPCs first
then characterize the MPCs using different data processing
techniques, i.e. a clustering process for cluster-based channel
modeling and a tracking process for time-varying channel
modeling. In this sense, the accuracy of the clustering and
tracking will impact the accuracy of the final models. In fact,
some machine learning methods, e.g., deep learning, are able
to be used for modeling the channels, considering their good
performance for regression. However, deep learning is sensi-
tive to the variety of training data, thus simply using common
system settings, as input is not precise enough to accurately
reconstruct the channels. Improving the performance of deep
learning methods can be achieved by using more detailed
training data, which can be obtained by other processing
progresses, as shown in Fig. 5. With the further development
of machine learning methods, the performance and efficiency
of data processing has been dramatically improved, which may
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contribute to the deep learning-based V2V channel modeling
research.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article has provided an overview of the applications of
machine learning for V2V communications channel research.
We have analyzed results on the data processing that improves
the accuracy and efficiency of channel characterization, mainly
including the LOS/NLOS identification, MPC clustering and
tracking. Finally, we have discussed some challenges and op-
portunities of machine learning-based V2V channel modeling,
and several interesting research problems were suggested to
stimulate future data processing for V2V channel modeling
innovations.
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